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On Feb 26, 2018, at 5:36 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com
On Feb 26, 2018, at 5:36 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
From: Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>
Subject: Re: DOUBLE the Donald...
Date: February 26, 2018 at 4:54:15 AM PST
To: Harry German <teamtrump@officialtrumptrain.com>

Dear Mr. German,

Not intending to take advantage of your generosity but so many people are living in fear 
of their lives they are afraid to write for themselves.  To me, as I am sure it would be to you and 
Mr. Trump... The terror in their voices reflect the situation which must have existed under Hitler.  

Surely we must empower the local people to address the criminal impersonators 
who pretend to be our neighbors while they deceptively impose Agenda 21 without full 
disclosure or securing the consent of the people.  

A quick example of how deceptive the fake representatives of CALIFORNIA, the 
corporate franchise operates.  

FAKE STATE OF CALIFORNIA CORPORATE PAY AND PENSIONS
The brown act which is basically a law regarding conflicts of interest by public 

officials…and provide guidance for their acceptable behavior.  Please allow me to point out how 
simple the law is explained...

summary-california-brown-act

And the more recent effort by the fake PPP’s (organizations with appointed members by 
Jerry Brown—comprised of many attorneys), pretending to be helping the local governments…
are indeed helping them to violate the Brown act.

Deliberate Deception – Attempting to confuse the public – The California Brown 
Act

And please find some of the ways the deception is applied by fake local government and 
add to the unreal levels of living expenses to fixed-income seniors who also live in fear and 
desperation that if they say anything they will lose their social security.

These circumstances we face daily are definitely not part of the America which has been 
described as the shinning city on the hill…  

The people have been so mislead due to their ignorance and their trusting nature they 
even bought into the misappropriation of $116,000,000 of the assets of the city in the CAFR’s 
and were further coerced and intimidated into passing a 1% sales tax to replace the missing 
vaporized money.  

The claim was made the money was taken by the state.  But under the watchful eyes of 
legitimate fiduciary officers, those with any understanding of how such matters are supposed to 
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function know that was not possible.  

More of the details are contained within the link directly below.  And to add to the fraud, 
city officials used the color of their offices to threaten and add more intimidation about the losses 
of essential services.  A serious violation of election laws, ethical conduct, violation of their 
oaths of office, obstruction of justice, breach of fiduciary responsibilities and many more 
violations that require a separate and independent investigation by the people.  Again calling on a 
serious need for the support for the oversight commissions.   

Fountain Valley, Ca. – A Summary – January 2017 Updated 01/31/18
Agenda 21 and related items summary page  

On a slightly different matter---Another great dedicated American patriot, informed me 
that they have been led to believe Mr. Trump prefers to receive hand-written letters over 
emails…would you please be kind enough to confirm?  Since I am over 80 years old, my 
handwriting has become unintelligible and even I admit to being just an old man who knows 
nothing…but surely Mr. Trump must have some compassion for us old folks who remember 
America before the subversives lied and deceived the dumb, ignorant and trusting people.  

Also, any reaction to creating the national citizen’s oversight commission, reporting 
directly to the office of Mr. Trump?  

This positive and constructive action, created by executive order, would provide Mr. 
Trump’s direct authorization and encouragement to the people of any given jurisdiction, to 
review and confirm Constitutional and delegated authority compliance as provided for in the 
enumerated powers, and in accordance to the original Constitution…the one created by the 
founders.  Further…

It should be especially noted that any jurisdiction, failing to achieve Constitutional 
compliance as audited by the people, would be denied federal grants until such time as the 
offending  deficiencies were corrected and confirmed by a re-audit conducted by the local 
oversight commission.  

This returns to the people, the power to which the people were recognized as those who 
rule America...The sovereign American.

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America 
Recognizes “We the People,” are Sovereign!

A timely response would be appreciated as the fake governor, Jerry Brown, has 
already committed several acts that breach the public trust and violate his oath of office. 
Additionally he arrogantly committed treason in defiance of Mr. Trump’s exposure of the 
NWO’s scam involving the United Nations Agenda 21.  

Even my California Assemblyman District 72, openly recognized Jerry Brown's 
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crimes against America and California.
by declaring the fake state THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,  a private corporation 

masquerading as the lawful state, California.   The legitimate seats of government for the 
lawful state…California are of this moment vacant.  It appears they have been vacant since 
the 1860’s making all legislative matters since that time null and void.

Every day people express their fears about the risks of retaliation if they confront those 
who are violating the law and inflicting abuse on the people.  This is simply unacceptable in 
America.  Those who were elected to offices of trust have a greater obligation to especially assist 
those with a lessor degree of understanding.  

Most Californians, express the view that it impossible to accept under any 
circumstances that those trusted fiduciaries would ever dream of violating the public trust 
and instead dare to exploit the trusting people who have paid for their services for many 
years.  However they are quite fearful of the consequences should they speak freely. 

So Mr. German, you can see where Mr. Trump can create a rather large ROI with a 
simple executive order placing the national oversight commission in the hands of the people 
under his personal protections.  Mr. Trump can add a lot of support to just we the “little,” 
people…the sovereign Americans who are responsible citizens who wish to help drain the 
swamp.  

The creation of the commission would give the people the clear upper hand and 
neutralize the abuse of the fake de facto operations.  The abuse...which is applied through the 
unlawful application of coercion and intimidation…beat-down and suppress freedom of speech 
and freedom of association, marginalizing most of our good trusting citizens.  These citizens 
report they are living through a real living hell of the fear of the guns—

These are the same guns---most likely provided for the protection of the people—and are 
now being used as a threat against the very same people who provided them.

More of the details offered in support of this suggestion. 
Hartford VanDyke National Oversight Commission-City of Fountain Valley -

Pending Public Investigation

 Now as to the issues of terrorism within the fake state CALIFORNIA.  In the description 
of one of the state assemblymen running for governor...

On Feb 24, 2018, at 11:38 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Public acknowledgement of the de facto…

My Dear Mr. Allen,
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I must offer my sincere apologies…

Evidently I some-how missed the Press Conference that was suggested for you—to make 
the treason committed by the criminal impostor Jerry Brown, a matter of public record.  Perhaps 
I can call on you to forward me the link? 

Thank you for your dedication to the American Republic and the sovereign American 
people of California…the lawful state.

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

Begin forwarded message:
From: Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>
Subject: Fwd: PRESIDENT TRUMP, OUR LAW AND ORDER PRESIDENT!
Date: February 20, 2018 at 1:50:46 AM PST
To: Travis Allen <+19163192172@efaxsend.com>, Travis Allen 

<assemblymember.Allen@asm.ca.gov>
Cc: richard mack <sheriffmack@hotmail.com>, Tony tmcaputo 

<tmcaputo@comcast.net>, "President Donald J. Trump" 
<News=freedomdaily.com@mail141.wdc02.mcdlv.net>, Trump Law & Order President 
<bfarber@wnd.com>, Arrest Mayor’s & Governors of Sanctuary Cities 
<phillipwyman@gmail.com>, Arrest Politicians for Abuse of Power <zeke.miller@time.com>, 
Peace Officers Association** <azdmack@gmail.com>, We the People** 
<wetheepeople@aol.com>, Sean Hannity Show <newsletter@hannity.com>, North American 
Law Center** <info@northamericanlawcenter.org>, No More Obama 
<unitedwestand316@aol.com>, Enforce the Law* <zegeer@hsrc.unc.edu>, League of Power 
<info@leagueofpower.com>, American Center for Law & Justice* <contact@aclj.org>
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Mr Allen,

In your own words you acknowledge the federal crimes committed against the 
people of California, by the current fake Jerry Brown administration.

"Arnie,

Plain and simple -- California has broken federal law by becoming a sanctuary state, 
where illegal immigrants can hide from the law.

And by supporting this illegal policy, Gavin Newsom supports criminals in your 
community.

Watch our latest video to see how Gavin's deadly sanctuary policy is threatening the 
safety of Californians."

But even worse Mr. Allen…Jerry Brown---in front of GOD, you and the rest of the 
world---has openly and defiantly committed treason!

Such a crime demands the immediate action of the entire (legitimate) California 
assembly to ensure the safety, security and the Constitutional protections of the people of 
California.  

http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/46460843:WrEQYkVN7:m:1:1968832960:61FDA27C442FAD0841481F80EBD9FF9D:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/46460843:WrEQYkVN7:m:1:1968832960:61FDA27C442FAD0841481F80EBD9FF9D:r
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Additionally, It is further suggested, all county sheriffs be encouraged to deputize all 
citizens in their respective counties, to assist in the efforts to properly enforce the 
Constitutions of both the lawful United states of America and the lawful state, California.  
And to maintain such order as to ensure the enforcement of the republican form of 
government as guaranteed in the legitimate Constitution(s).

As a candidate for governor, who better should remove the fraudulent perpetrator 
of the crime of treason against the people of California?  As you are well aware, treason is a 
crime and not a matter of politics.

You have witnessed this yourself; we all have... and therefore based on federal law 
you are duty bound to act!  Your oath of office as a legitimate public officer demands it!  
And further…Mr. Allen...my colleagues and I as Americans demand you take action!  

We demand you fulfill your obligations to the Constitution and your employment 
contract to the public trust.  

Oath of office is a quid pro quo contract
Misprision of a Felony
By his own actions, Jerry Brown has openly demonstrated his crimes against the people.  

Those who are acting in the roles of the lawful authority, must immediately strip him of any 
positions of trust and delegated authority.  He must then be treated like any other criminal with 
regard to the due process of the law. 

What time tomorrow can we expect you to call a press conference and make the 
appropriate announcements on removal of the criminal impersonator, impersonating the lawful 
governor of the lawful state…California?

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

So you see Mr. German — In order to convince many of the people who are 
frightened out of their skin, we need a sign to proceed—Give the people the specific 
endorsement to implement the national oversight commission with a reporting structure 
directly to the office of Mr. Trump and we will do the rest. 

Please grant our wishes as American sovereigns at the earliest convenience of our 
most highly respected public servant… Mr. Donald J. Trump CEO and Commander in 
Chief.

arnie
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arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Feb 24, 2018, at 11:03 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Dear Harry,

It is with great appreciation that I receive your response.  After careful evaluation and 
observations, I have determined there has not been a legitimate government of the American 
people since the 1860’s.  I have attempted to confirm that I was wrong and my requests for 
confirmation of the status of public officers were simply overlooked.

JACOB LEW – IRS RECORDS CORRECTION
13oct16-public-notice-completion-of-records-correction-demand
However with the serious amount of fraud and what appears to me as wrong doing and 

acts of dishonor...encountered at so many levels of what I no longer consider our legitimate 
government, I have finally concluded I was right all along.  However, even though your response 
was later than expected, it never-the-less arrived.  So perhaps there is some hope for our future as 
a Republic! 

Now to the point.  With so many enemies around Mr. Trump, attempting to do everything 
to delay the lawful legislative process, in an attempt to marginalize any real progress in resolving 
the subversion behind undermining and destroying the republican form of government 
guaranteed to all Americans, I can also appreciate he must do what he must do to fix the mess 
left by at least the last 3 or 4 administrations before he can really move ahead.  

Let me be clear though, Mr. Trump gets high marks from me based on his demonstrated 
ability to take the high ground against all of what I consider as the deliberate distractions. But 
while he is engrossed with the corporate fraud of the fake corporation in control of Washington, 
D.C., the lawful Americans Mr. Trump graciously recognized as the sovereign Americans…
would like to do more to help drain the local swamps.  

We would like to request Mr. Trump create an "oversight commission authority,” which 
would report directly to Mr. Trump or one of his close staff…and deputize the sovereigns to 
begin to provide oversight on all local, county, The oversight would focus on auditing all public 
and related institutions for Constitutional compliance.

Hartford VanDyke National Oversight Commission-City of Fountain Valley -
Pending Public Investigation

The results of the audits will provide key incentive for all public officers to obey their 
oath of office or risk an unacceptable audit which in turn will cut off all block grants to the 
offending entities and agents. 

Grants are Bribes 

Let us empower the people to rate and provide approval of Constitutional performance 
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before any funds are dispensed.  That strategy alone should help immeasurably to restore the 
proper respect for the rule of law, the Constitution and the people.

And if I may add one more small but extremely Important point which can be resolved 
with one simple executive order…One that would nullify all fake criminal charges and orders of 
incarceration of real Americans, political prisoners who have diligently attempted to expose and 
eradicate the fake members of an unlawful imposed judicial system, without lawful full 
disclosure and securing legitimate consent of the people.  Those fakes in the criminal system of 
justice who perpetrate the treason and inland piracy against Americans need to have their 
criminal behavior addressed.  Gitmo and an orange jump suit seems to be a reasonable start.

FREE OUR AMERICAN HERO’S
Thank you for your attention.  we believe with the proper support directly from Mr. 

Trump, we will make American great in half the time.

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Feb 24, 2018, at 8:52 PM, Harry German <teamtrump@officialtrumptrain.com> 
wrote:

Mr. Rosner:

     We apologize for the delay in response to your email.  We receive a high volume of 
emails and attempt to respond to each email as timely as we can.  We are not sure what it is that 
you may be asking.  If it is in reference to the contributions at the bottom of his email,  Team 
Trump is unaware of the accuracy of that email.  We can, however, find out for you if you desire. 

     Team Trump responds directly to emails sent to the OfficialTrumpTrain.com. All 
emails sent in regards to President Trump are forwarded to the White House or Secret Service 
with high priority depending on the content of the email.  If you have any other questions or 
something that we may not have covered please don’t hesitate ask.  We appreciate your support 
from scannedretina.com

Best Regards,
Team Trump

On Feb 24, 2018, at 5:02 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Your email addresses have been provided by verified American sovereigns.  Thank you 
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for what you are doing.

As such, there should be no reason for you not to confirm and verify this is true.

Failure to respond places you in de facto.

Anything left unclear in this message as to its intent?

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

Begin forwarded message:
From: Debra Bryant <dwallisbryant@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: DOUBLE the Donald...
Date: February 24, 2018 at 1:37:17 PM PST
To: Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>

OfficialTrumpTrain.com

teamtrump@officialtrumptrain.com

On Feb 24, 2018 10:07 AM, "Arnie Rosner" <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
No confirmation of direct contact with the trump train….

So what am I missing?

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Feb 26, 2018, at 7:52 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Your invitation, if legitimate, is strongly appreciated.  However, no special treatment is 

required. 

To begin with…as a corporation in league with most of the political system and the 
controlled media, your legitimacy is not recognized. Because much of what you do is based on 
deception and misrepresentation, I contend your actions are criminal and not political. 
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In my view, you might as well be part of the Hollywood actors guild.  And just like the 
professional actors, most of your activities are designed to deceive the people.  In fact like 
Hollywood, most of your members are as unqualified in the arts of real diplomacy as are the 
members of your controlled opposition. 

545 – the impostors responsible.
As am an American and a Californian...the highest tribute Mr. Trump can make is to just 

honor his word.  

What else do we have as Americans, than the strength of our word…our honor?

GOT HONOR?

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Feb 24, 2018, at 7:05 AM, Trump Headquarters <contact@campaigns.rnchq.com> 
wrote:

Authorized By Trump Headquarters

Arnie,

You’ve been recognized as a super patriot!

And your chances of meeting PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP for dinner and a 
photo just DOUBLED. 

Note: If you've saved your payment information, your donation will go through 
immediately.

Dinner With President Trump
EMAIL: arnie@arnierosner.com
Entry: Automatically Doubled
CONTRIBUTE $35 

CONTRIBUTE $200
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CONTRIBUTE $100

 
CONTRIBUTE $50
 
CONTRIBUTE $35
 
CONTRIBUTE OTHER AMOUNT

For the next 24 hours, YOUR name will be entered TWICE for every contribution made, 
thanks to your incredible, unfailing support of the President.

You’ve proven time and time again that you’re on President Trump’s side against 
the bitter, lying corporate media - you’re on AMERICA’S side.

Now we want to THANK YOU by making sure you have the best chance possible of 
MEETING THE PRESIDENT on March 2nd!

Enter IMMEDIATELY with a $35 contribution to have your entry automatically 
doubled.

Thank you,

Trump Headquarters

 
CONTRIBUTE $35

  
**NO PURCHASE, PAYMENT, OR CONTRIBUTION NECESSARY TO ENTER OR 

WIN.** Contributing will not improve your chances of winning. Void where prohibited. You 
may enter by contributing to the Republican National Committee by clicking here. Alternatively, 
you may enter without contributing by clicking here . Entries must be received between February 
8, 2018 at 12:00 a.m. Eastern Time and February 25, 2018 at 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time. Odds of 
winning depend on the number of eligible entries received. One (1) winners will receive round-
trip transportation and accommodations and tickets to attend a dinner with President Trump at 
the Annual Spring Retreat Dinner in Florida(approximate retail value $3000). The Promotion is 
open only to U.S. citizens, or lawful permanent U.S. residents who are legal residents (green card 
holders) of the 50 United States, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia and are at least 18 
years of age (or the age of majority under applicable law). Winner must be 18 or older (or of 
majority under applicable law) and meet other requirements as described in the Official Rules. 
Promotion subject to Official Rules and additional restrictions on eligibility may apply. Visit 
here for full details and Official Rules. Sponsor: Republican National Committee, 310 First St. 
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